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Bonjour! Hallo

We are extremely proud of our culture, our traditions and the spectacular surroundings of our town
Vejer de la Frontera. For this reason we take alot of time and care designing our cultural
programme to make the most of our stunning location with trips to nearby Andalucian cities and
beaches such as Cádiz, Tarifa, Sevilla or Jerez.
 
Our cultural programme is varied including traditional Spanish cooking, bodega tours, live
flamenco, Spanish film, exploring the natural surroundings by bicycle, horse-back or by foot or
experience for yourself why everyone’s favourite is when we take you out on the ruta de tapas!
 
Each activity requires an additional fee and is dependant on the season, local events, availability
and the number of students participating. Every student is welcome to participate in the school’s
daily cultural programme, which is displayed on our student notice board and updated every week.

Book at worldwide lowest price at:

https://www.languagecourse.net/uk/shkola-colegio-de-espanol-la-janda-vejer-de-la-frontera
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Day Trips to Cádiz
Known as the oldest city in Europe,

together we will visit the famous Cádiz
Markets, the beaches, La Torre Tavira

and La Plaza de la Catedral.

Traditional Routes
Vejer has kept many of its traditions
alive. Juanino cares for his donkeys

and takes visitors on trails of the
"Windmill Route" explaining the

importance of this humble animal to
past working traditions.  

Walking Tour of Vejer
Quaint patios and courtyards, pretty
plazas, winding whitewashed streets

and an interesting history. A tour of our
little town accomapnied by a Spanish

teacher is a perfect activity - we will end
up in Vejerś oldest cake shop for tea,

cake and a chat - in Spanish!

Some examples of the many activities we offer: 
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Cycling and Walking Tours
There are many wonderful places to

explore nearby, natural parks, coastal
walks. These activities are

accompanied by a Spanish teacher so
that you have a truly active learning

experience. 

Gastronomy
Our gastronomical activities are some
of the most popular. Make a paella en

familia and share it in the school patio.
Learn to make traditional recipes in

practical workshops. 

Flamenco
Flamenco is the traditional dance of
Andalucia, a fun workshop learning
about the rhythms and moves of this

exciting dramatic art form.

Some examples of the many activities we offer: 
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